
Business A new process

makes cleaning acoustical ceiling tiles

is a lucrative business opportunity:

Looking A recent study reports an estimated Painting is by far the least desirable
20 billion square feet of acousti- alternative, but it is the must common
cal ceiling tiles have been in-

stalled since 1960, and the number is
increasing by more than 1 billion

Up! square feet per year. Just about every
commercial and public facility in
America has acoustical ceiling tiles.

response. The usual approach is to
prime the surface first to keep the dirt
from yellowing through, and then to
add a second coat of latex or an oil-
based paint.

Cleaning results in a definite im-
provement without damage to the
acoustical or fire retardant qualities of
the ceiling. It is faster and less expen-

By Ken Woolf sive than painting, but only results in
a “lighter looking” ceiling as oppos-
ed to “like new.” Cleaning does not
remove stains, though a pigmented
spray can be used with a degree of suc-
cess to cover those stains.

But note sometime how many you
see look new—and how many are dis-
colored, stained, or need repair? It
doesn’t take long to see that ceiling
replacements are a great business
opportunity.

But if the need is so great, why
hasn’t it been satisfied before now?
The answer lies in the limitations of
alternatives heretofore available to
building owners.

Contractors charge anywhere from
$1 to $4 per square foot (depending on
the quality of material and cost of
labor) to remove, discard and replace
acoustical ceiling tiles. In major
facilities, ceiling replacement can re-
quire a large commitment of funds.
However, why should building owners
and managers spend money on alter-
natives that still leave the appearance
of a less-than-new ceiling? Potential
damage to the ceil ing’s sound-
absorbing qualities and/or fire-rating
also dampen enthusiasm for certain
alternatives.

To prove the point, look at two
common alternatives to ceiling replace-

About the Author . . . Kenneth ment, and some of their limitations:

However, ceiling cleaning services
are almost always provided by fran-
chised contractors. This keeps conven-
tional wall and ceiling contractors
from buying the cleaning materials
needed, because most franchisers pro-
hibit sales of materials only. Some
manufacturers of ceiling cleaning
products sell materials, not as a “fran-
chise,” but only in packages that in-
clude “training,” equipment, and set
quantities of supplies. Very few
manufacturers initially sell materials on
an as-needed basis.

Alternative
A newer alternative to replacement

has recently been introduced that yields

Woolf is president of ProCoat Prod-
ucts, Inc. (PPI), in Stoughton, Mass., Painting Cleaning
a manufacturer and distributor of
acoustical restoration products and Damages sound absorption. Does not return tile to “new” color..

supplies. A registered engineer and Can effect the fire rating. May not remove stains..

management consultant, Woolf is a Sticks the tile to the t-bar. Color inconsistency.

frequent author and speaker in the Can cause buckling or bowing.
Looks “painted.”

Bleach cleaners have a strong odor..

acoustical tile restoration field.
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a “new” ceiling in all respects. That
alternative is a specialty coating
designed specifically for ap-

�Why (use) alter-
plication on acoustical ceiling natives that still
surfaces. The acoustical coating has
advantages unmatched by paints or

leave the
cleaners: appearance of a
1. Produces a surface finish equal

to or better than the one applied
less-than-new

during the manufacturing ceiling?�
process.

2. Can be applied with any
machine capable of spraying
paint.

3. Can be purchased as needed by
contractors.

4. Will not damage the tile’s
acoustical properties or fire
rating.

5. When coated in place, will not
stick the tile to the t-bar.

6. Can be tinted to provide
decorator colors.

7. Results in consistent color across
the ceiling, even if tiles have
been randomly replaced.

At present, there is a growing
number of ceiling restoration
specialists throughout the United
States who are familiar with and
capable of offering each of the alter-
natives described thus far. There are
times when one alternative is the
preferred solution over another. In
some extreme cases, a combination of
cleaning and coating is necessary.
Hence, specialists can do whatever is
necessary, so that the final result is the
equivalent of a now ceiling
surface.

Acoustical contractors can replace

ceilings. Painters can paint. And ceil-
ing cleaners can clean. But ceiling
restoration specialists can do it all, and
are earning far more money per square
foot than others who are limited to one
technique.

Why is this so? It’s simple. The
chances for success are
greater when you offer what
others can not. The yellow pages
are full of painters, acoustical contrac-
tors and ceiling cleaners. But not one
can consistently offer a truly new-
looking ceiling without replacement.
Specialists, however, can offer such
results, and at a very attractive savings
for the customer.

Since it is now possible to offer the
equivalent of a new ceiling appearance,
specialists’ fees are more realistically
compared to the cost of new tile
replacement. Thus, ceiling restoration
specialists who often charge half the
cost of replacement are in a win-win
situation. Building owners are
delighted to get the equivalent of a new
ceiling for at least half of the cost. And
specialists are making far more profit
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only Install, paint or clean.
The opposite table outlines pros Specialty

and cons for each of the alternatives Cleaning Coating

discussed thus far: PROS

per square foot than counterparts who

Clearly, the ability to clean and/or
coat an older ceiling and offer a “like
new” alternative to replacement,
should be highly attractive to building
owners.

Bottom Line
How much can a specialist earn as

compared to those offering only one
type of service? Look below at the
average price contractors charge for
each service, and what they pay for the
necessary materials (in the case of
replacement, moderately priced tiles
are used to reflect typical jobs):

COST PER SQ. FT.

Replacement Painting
Contr. Price: Contr. Price:
$0.90-$1.30 $0.20-$0.35

Materials: Materials:
$0.25-$0.35 $0.04-$0.06

Specialty
Cleaning Coating

Contr. Price: Contr. Price:
$0.20-$0.35 $0.40-$0.70

Materials: Materials:
$0.02-$0.04 $0.05-$0.08

Next, look at the cost of labor.
However, when it comes to calculating
labor cost, there are more variables.
Some of those are:
1. Union or non-union.
2. Facility considerations.

a. Size of job.
b. Vacated space or not.
c. Number of ceiling fixtures to

be masked (sprinkler heads,
exit signs, security cameras,
etc.).

d. Type and number of lights to
be shielded or masked.

The rule-of-thumb it takes one-third
of the time to prepare an area and
spray the coating than is required to
remove the old tiles, discard them, and
replace with new materials. So using
figures supplied by non-union contrac-
tors, the following table shows poten-
tial gross profits (contractor price, less
Continued on page 37

CONS

Replacement
New appearance
One at a time:

not too costly
or disruptive

Change design
or color

Larger areas:
costly and
disruptive

One at a time:
checker boar
effect

Area cover-up
required

Major clean-up
required

Painting
Whitens the

ceiling
Equipment is

available
Moderate cost
Color change

(optional)
Minor disruption

Damaging to:
Acoustics
Fire rating
Access above
Structure (tiles

may buckle)
Looks painted
Area cover-up

required

Relatively good Nearly original
results appearance

Not too costly Acoustics
Minor disruption retained
T-bars cleaned at Fire retardant

same time Cost-effective
Acoustics T-bars coated at

retained same time
Equipment is

available
Consistent color
Minor disruption
Color change

(optional)

Not always color Requires two
consistent steps on heavy

Marginally effec- grease/nicotine
tive on stains Area cover-up

Area cover-up required
required Pretreat water

stains
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Business is Looking UpContinued from page 27

materials, less labor) earned by ceiling Specialty
restoration specialists: Replacement Painting Cleaning Coating

COST Contr. Price: Contr. Price: Contr. Price: Contr. Price:

PER $0.90-$1.30 $0.25-$0.35 $0.20-$0.35 $0.40-$0.70

SQ.
FT. Materials:

$0.25-$0.35
Materials: Materials: Materials:
$0.04-$0.06 $0.02-$0.04 $0.05-$0.08

Labor: Labor: Labor: Labor:
$0.50-$0.75 $0.13-$0.18 $0.10-$0.15 $0.13-$0.18

GR. $0.15-$0.20 $0.08-$0.11 $0.08-$0.16 $0.22-$0.44
PFT.

Author Bob Woolf says “ceiling
restoration specialists,” by offering ail
types of cleaning methods, can tailor
services to customer needs.
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From a marketing standpoint,
Assume the following:acoustical contractors who become

restorations specialists can penetrate a
customer-base they may have been
unable to capture with new tile replace-
ment. Even when they have a choice,
many contractors prefer to coat ceil-
ings rather than replace them. Not only
is the profit greater per square foot,
but the same crew can produce three
times the finished area, using the
coating process, as compared to
cleaning.

1. A 4,000 square foot job is to be done in one ten-hour shift.
2. An average hourly wage is $15 per hour (two helpers, one sprayer and

one job captain).

Finally, consider potential profits of
a ceiling restoration job by looking at
a case example.

3. A crew of four will complete the job.
4. The customer is being charged $0.50 per square foot,

This results in the following analysis:
Project Budget (4,000 sq. ft.) x ($0.50 per sq. ft.) $2,000.00
Project Costs

Materials ($0.08 pr sq. ft.) x (4,000 sq. ft.) $320.00
Labor (4 men) x ($15/hour) x (10 hour) 600.00

Gross Profit
920 .00

$1,080.00

Gross Profit per square foot = ($1,080)/(4,000 sq. ft.) = $0.27 per sq. ft.

There is a large market of building
owners who are avoiding the cost of
replacing existing ceilings but are not
happy with their current appearance.
In addition, there is a minimum of
competition among those who offer
the full range of restoration services.
This allows for a pricing structure that

maximizes profits while still offering to inventory these products on a local
customers considerable savings. In in- level.
creasing numbers, architects, interior The field of acoustical ceiling
designers, and building owners are restoration is in its early stages, and the
specifying the restoration process in- future is bright. Those who make the
stead of a new installation. And effort may find “gold in them thar
acoustical supply dealers are beginningceilings.”
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